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1. 
This invention relates to wind instruments in 

general, and particularly to the kind which may 
be termed a bagpipe. 

Bagpipes, in the Sense known today, employ 
a mouthpiece or intake issuing into a wind bag 
which is held between the Side and the arm for 
the purpose of compressing it. With the wind 
bag are connected Several Sound chambers and 
especially one provided with fingering holes for 
playing a melody, the other sound chambers serv 
ing to provide bass tones. In the bagpipe as 
presently used the wind bag must be compressed 
in Order to Supply air to the various Sound cham 
berS. 
The present invention, while represented more 

or less as a toy, employs a different principle in 
that instead of a compressible wind bag, depend 
ing upon inflation and forceful compression, 
there is substituted a resilient, Self-collapsing 
wind receptacle, adapted to automatically Supply 
the necessary air under pessure to a Sound 
chamber. The receptacle is inflatable through a 
relatively large paSSage provided in the mouth 
piece, a check valve arrangement prevents air 
from re-entering the mouthpiece and escaping 
therethrough, thus forcing the air into a bleeder 
Outlet which Supplies air to the Sound chamber, 
When Sufficiently inflated the wind receptacle 
becomes gradually deflated as it delivers air under 
preSSure into the Sound chamber, such deflation 
being automatic due to the inherent, Self-col 
lapsing tendency of the resilient material em 
ployed in the production of the receptacle. 

It is therefore the prime object of the present 
invention to provide a musical wind instrument 
wherein between its air intake and its outlet 
there is interposed a wind receptacle of highly 
resilient material which is intended to be inflated 
through the intake and which is adapted to de 
liver compressed air to the outlet or the sound 
chamber, such delivery of air to the latter being 
caused by the resiliency and the tendency of the 
receptacle material to collapse and to revert to its 
deflated form. 
A further object of this invention is to provide 

a toy bagpipe of a relatively inexpensive and 
Simple construction consisting of a mouthpiece 
and a Sound chamber, and between which two 
elements there is interposed an air directing 
member provided with a relatively wide air sup 
plying paSSage connected with the mouthpiece 
and a relatively narrow air delivering passage 
connected with the Sound chamber, and which 
two passages issue into and are connected with 
One another by a resilient air receptacle made of 
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2 
resilient material, Such as rubber or any other 
resilient plastic which is capable of being inflated 
through the mouthpiece and deflated by its own 
resiliency while delivering air through and to 
Without the Sound chamber. 
The foregoing and still further objects of the 

present invention Will become more fully ap 
parent from the ensuing description, in connec 
tion. With the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a Side elevation of the device with the 
air receptacle removed; 

Fig. 2 is a plan view hereof with portions of 
the device in Section and showing a resilient air 
receptacle in the form of a balloon; and 

Fig. 3 is a Section taken on lines 3-3 of Fig. 2. 
Referring now specifically to the figures, nu 

neral is denotes a mouthpiece, while numeral 
fi indicates the Sound chamber of the device. 
the latter, for example, comprises an elongated 
pipe Open at its lowermost end and having a 
Sound producing cut-out 2 and a plurality of 
tone-changing fingering holes i3. Interposed be 
tween mouthpiece 6 and Sound chamber i i is a 
bar portion of a substantially T-shaped air di 
recting or air passage member 4 having a side 
extension or stem 5 in which is provided a rela 
tively Wide air passage f6 and a relatively nar 

The Side extension 
is enlarged at its end as at 8 to provide an at 
taching seat for the mouth 9 of balloon. 20, 
ShoWn in its inflated State. Mouth 9 of the 
balloon is preferably removably attached at the 
flanged or enlarged end i8 of extension 5, as for 
instance by means of a rubber band 9'. The en 
larged end of extension 5 is recessed at 2i and 
in the recess there is housed a one-way check 
valve 22 Secured at 23 and normally sealing the 
Outer end of passage 6. The interior end of pas 
Sage iG connects with mouthpiece while the 
interior end of narrow or bleeder passage 7 
issues into the Sound producing end of chamber 
ii. The Outer ends of both passages 6 and 7 
terminate at the face of recess 2a, balloon 29 thus 
Serving as connector of the two air passages. 
Walve 22 opens under force of air pressure di 
rected through mouthpiece f into the balloon 
but automatically closes when pressure ceases, 
Whereby air is prevented from re-entering the 
mouthpiece and is directed into bleeder pas 
Sage 7. 
AS Seen from Fig. 3, the difference in size be 

tween the Wider passage 6 and bleeder passage 
is Substantial. Due to the relatively large 

dimension of passage 6 the inflation of the bal 
loon is simple, easy and relatively quick. Inas 
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much as the diameter of passage is Substan 
tially Smaller, the flow of air from the balloon 
into and out of sound chamber is relatively 
slow and gradual as the balloon becomes deflated 
due to its tendency of self-collapsing. Thus the 
air retained in the balloon and Supplied to the 
sound chamber will last for a considerable time 
sufficient to allow playing of a melody by cover 
ing and uncovering the different fingering aper 
tures f3. The resiliency of the balloon material 
and the resulting self-collapsing tendency of the 
balloon, obviates the requirement of forcibly cons 
pressing the balloon to supply air to the sound 
chamber, as is the case in a bagpipe. 

Referring again to Fig. 3, air outlet passage 
f 7 terminates above an air directing block 23 in 
Serted in the upper end of pipe. . . End face 
24 of the block is flush with cut 25 of cut-out 2. 
The air thus passing through passage 7 over the 
inclined face 26 of block 23 is forced against the 
keen edge 27 produced by the slanting portion 
of cut-out 2 in pipe ff. 
As indicated in Figures 1 and 2, the mouth 

piece, the sound chamber as well as interposed 
member 4 are preferably made of substantially 
rigid material such as plastic, although they 
may be made of any other suitable matter such 
as Wood Or metal. 

Obviously sound producing chamber f may 
be substituted by any other suitable sound pro 
ducing structure, and by the same token the 
entire construction of the device may be altered 
to meet different requirements, all without de 
parting from the scope of the present invention 
as presented in the annexed claims. 

I claim: 
1. In a toy bagpipe, a mouthpiece, a sound 

chamber fixedly associated therewith and form 
ing a continuation thereof, a substantially T 
shaped member interposed with its bar portion 
between the mouthpiece" and the sound cham 
ber, the stem or side extension of that member 
having a relatively large passage forming a con 
tinuation of said mouthpiece, and another, sub 
stantially smaller passage leading into said sound 
chamber, a resilient, inflatable element secured 
to said side extension for connecting said pas 
sages of the interposed member, and a check 
valve for said large passage adapted to prevent 
air fromfiowing from the inflatable element back 
into the mouthpiece, thus causing a flow of air 
under pressure through the Smaller passage into 
the sound chamber. 
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4. 
2. In a wind instrument having a mouthpiece 

and a Sound chamber, a substantially T-shaped 
air conveying member interposed With its bar 
portion between the mouthpiece and the sound 

5 chamber, its side extension having a relatively 
Wide air passage connected at one end With the 
mouthpiece and a relatively narrow air paSSage 
issuing at one end into the Sound chamber, a 
resilient, inflatable, Self-collapsing balloon asSO 
ciated With the Side extension of Said member 
so that it connects the other ends of the passages, 
and a one-way check valve opening into the 
balloon normally closing the other end of the 
wide air passage. 

3. In a wind instrument, the combination with 
a mouthpiece and a Sound chamber, of an air 
conveying member having a side extension inter 
posed between said mouthpiece and the sound 
chamber and having a relatively wide air passage 
and a relatively narrow bleeder passage, the side 
extension of said member having an enlarged end 
provided with a recess, a one-way... check valve 
disposed in Said receSS and normally Sealing the 
outer end of the wide passage, and a balloon re 
novably attached to the enlarged end of the side 
extension and serving as connector for the two 
paSSageS. 

4. In a wind instrument, the combination with 
a rigid mouthpiece and a rigid sound chamber, 
of a rigid air conveying member having a rigid 
side extension interposed between said mouth 
piece and said sound chamber, said Side extension 
having an enlarged end with a recess therein, a 
relatively wide and a relatively narrow air, pas 
sage provided in said member, both passagester 
minating in said recess, a one-way check valve 
in said recess and cooperating with said, wide air 
passage, and a toy balloon removably associated 
with said enlarged end of the side. extension. 
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